FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SmartSearch Improves Spotlight UI and UX
OCEANSIDE, CA January 25, 2017 – Advanced Personnel Systems, Inc.
(APS), the makers of SmartSearch®, announces enhancements to its popular Spotlight
summary feature. SmartSearch now offers clients newly improved, highly functional
views with Spotlight Data Cards that can be individually added, removed, resized,
rearranged, and color coded depending on user preferences.
SmartSearch users can easily personalize a Spotlight Data Card by clicking the
“Configure” icon. This function allows users to select and set preferred Spotlight Data
Card views for candidate, hiring manager, business/department and job records. This
includes the ability to display desired information for “at a glance” access to all
important data for that record on one screen.
“The new Spotlight layout and functionality of the Spotlight Data Cards is a major
enhancement to the SmartSearch product and is the only place the end-user needs to go.
The Spotlight Data Cards will reduce time and create better efficiencies for our clients.
The configurability is personalized to each user’s preferences, offering the flexibility of a
customized experience with more control over what they see and in a way the end-user
wants to view it,” states Doug Coull, Chief Executive Officer, APS, Inc.
Users can easily add and remove Data Cards with one click, select a color, and
resize or rearrange with a simple drag-and-drop. System Administrators may also set a
baseline configuration based on individual user roles and company best practices. The
new Spotlight Data Cards also feature a number of convenient short cuts:
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Zoom to show more data – Users can click the card title to view a pop-up box
which highlights the card’s data.



Visit a link – Some cards include links to other associated information, such as
candidate records. Users can click the link to leave the spotlight and go directly
to the desired target data.



Open the card data source – Users can click on a card to leave the Spotlight and
open a report, another record or another screen.

“The goal of the Spotlight Data Cards is to keep the information that’s most
important to the user front and center,” states Mike Estrada, Chief Financial Officer,
APS, Inc.
With inspiration drawn from SmartSearch clients, the Spotlight Data Cards were
designed to help SmartSearch clients compete and succeed with more ease within their
competitive business markets.
About SmartSearch®: Since 1986, Advanced Personnel Systems, Inc. leads the way in the
development and deployment of quality talent management and recruiting software. For over
three decades, SmartSearch talent acquisition and staffing management software, has been
creating applicant tracking systems to streamline sourcing, recruiting and hiring in one easy-touse solution. We help our clients to recruit at the speed of life and stay ahead of the curve in the
ever-changing recruitment landscape. For more information visit:
http://www.smartsearchonline.com
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